The series 22an is said to be absolutely Harmonic summable if the sequence {/"} is of bounded variation, that is to say, the infinite series 2-1 | tn ~ tn-l I is convergent. L. McFadden [2] has proved that the method is absolutely regular and implies absolute Cesàro summability of every positive order.
2. Let/(i) be a periodic function with period 2ir and integrable L over ( -7T, tt) . Without any loss of generality the constant term in the Fourier series can be taken to be zero, so that ft) ~ ]C (a" cos nt + bn sin nt) (2.1) and /: ft)dt = 0.
We write and 0(0 = -{fix + t)+fix-t)}; 1 f <biit) = -I d>iu)du.
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Varshney [5] has considered the absolute Harmonic summability of the factored Fourier series (2.2) £ Anil)/log in + 1) The object of the present paper is to study the absolute Harmonic summability of a series related to a Fourier series under de la Vallée-Poussin's criterion for convergence of the Fourier series which is known to be less stringent than Jordan's condition in view of the fact that the former includes the latter one. More precisely we establish the following: Theorem 1. If<pxit) is of bounded variation in (0, it), then the factored Fourier series £ ¿"(0 log (n + \)\n/n, where {Xn} is a convex sequence such that £re-1X" is convergent, is absolutely Harmonic summable at the point t = x.
In order to prove the above theorem we establish an absolute Harmonic summability factor theorem for general infinite series. Theorem 2. If n 5" = £ va, = 0(n) »-i then the series y.a" log (w+l)X"/w, where {X"| is a convex sequence such that £w_1Xn is convergent, is absolutely Harmonic summable.
Since a Lebesgue integral is absolutely continuous, it is plain that <px(t) is of bounded variation in any range (5, it) , 5>0. Thus a very interesting consequence of Theorem 1 is that the absolute Harmonic summability of the series y.An(t) log (re+l)X"/re is a local property.
3. We require the following lemmas for the proof of our theorems. This lemma is a particular case of a more general result due to Prasad and Bhatt [4, Lemma 9] , Lemma 2 [l, Lemmas 3 and 4] , // {X"} is a convex sequence such that E»_1X" is convergent, then X" is non-negative and decreasing, »A\n->0, and X" log w = o(l), as n-> °°. Lemma 3 [3; 4, Lemma 3] , If {X"} is a convex sequence such that the series ^»"^Xn is convergent, then 
Proof of the Lemma. We observe that }i-<e
since for 0£vú[n/2],Pn -P"__i= 0(1), log í>+2)X,+i= 0(1), by virtue of Lemma 2 and the series Ei"=o~2 log (p+2)AX,+i = 0(l), by Lemma 3. This completes the proof of the lemma. f Pn-,-
. Pn-,-1 \0g(v + 2)X,+ 1 '
[n/21^-2 log(" + 2)X"+1 "j f t»^"2 Pn_"_x l0g(v + 2)X"+1 ■
r log re t-^ir2 n r log re ["^r2 i i E |^i
since «AX"-K), as «-»=o, and log (i>+2)X"+i = 0(l), by virtue of Lemma 2.
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[April where we have tn / . ¿n-y Uvj Jin un = log(re + l)X"an/re, "-VP, P,_A
Thus in order to establish the theorem we have to establish that
Now let us consider
Also, E = [»/«T1 {(re + 1)P" -(re -^)Pn_,-i} log(. + 2)X,+ia,+1 
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Again by Abel's transformation which demonstrates the truth of (4.1). Finally, the author would like to take this opportunity of expressing his sincerest gratitude to Professor B. N. Prasad for his kind encouragement and to Dr. S. N. Bhatt for his valuable suggestions.
